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Monte Carlo stochastic methods of radiation system analysis are among the most popular 

of computation techniques.  Alternatively, deterministic analysis often remains a minority 

calculation method among nuclear engineers, since large memory requirements inhibit abilities 

to accomplish 3-D modeling.  As a result, deterministic codes are often limited to diffusion type 

solvers with transport corrections, or limited geometry capabilities such as 1-D or 2-D geometry 

approximations.  However, there are some 3-D deterministic codes with parallel capabilities, 

used in this work, to abate such issues.  The future of radiation systems analysis is undoubtedly 

evaluation through parallel computation.  Large scale heterogeneous systems are especially 

difficult to model on one machine due to large memory demands, and it becomes advantageous 

not only to split computational requirements through individual particle interactions, (as is the 

method for stochastic parallelization), but also to split the geometry of the problem across 

machines in parallel. 

In this effort, first presented is a method for multigroup cross section generation for 

deterministic code use, followed by radiation system analysis performed using parallel 3-D 

MCNP5 (Monte Carlo) and parallel 3-D PENTRAN (Sn deterministic) such that these two 

independent calculation methods were used in order to boost confidence of the final results.  Two 
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different radiation systems were modeled: an eigenvalue/criticality problem, and a fixed source 

shielding problem.  The work shows that in some systems, stochastic methods are not easily 

converged, and that tandem use of deterministic calculations provides, at the very least, another 

means by which the evaluator can increase problem solving efficiency and accuracy.  Following 

this, lessons learned are presented, followed by conclusions and future work. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Analysis of reactor and radiation systems aims at one central problem, the resolution of the 

neutron or photon distribution within a radiation system.  Several different methods have been 

devised in order to obtain neutron densities, neutron flux, gamma flux, and subsequently reaction 

rates within radiation systems.  The most notable of simulation methods include transport theory, 

diffusion theory (for neutrons), and Monte Carlo methods.  Diffusion theory is an approximation 

to transport theory, and Monte Carlo methods are a statistical sampling approach.  However, 

deterministic transport theory is subject to its own set of constraints due to phase space 

discretization, most notably multigroup cross section generation.  Therefore, the most accurate 

modeling approach for radiation system analysis is one that utilizes a combination of techniques.  

Radiation Transport and Diffusion Theory 

The transport equation was developed by Ludwig Boltzmann in 1872 to describe the 

kinetic theory of gases.
1
  For neutral particle transport, the linear Boltzmann equation (LBE) is 

used to accurately model neutron and photon behavior in radiation systems.  The integro-

differential form for neutron multiplying systems is shown in Equation 1-1: 
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Where; 

 v = neutral particle speed 

  = particle angular flux 

 ˆ  = unit vector in direction of particle motion 

 r


 = particle coordinate location in space 

 E  = particle energy 

 t  = time 
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  = total macroscopic cross section 

 
extq  = external independent particle source 

 
s
 = differential scattering cross section 

  = fission spectrum 

 f  = fission production cross section 

 v  = average number of fission neutrons produced per fission 

Most students of nuclear engineering live in fear of the neutron transport equation.  The 

neutron transport equation, although relatively simple to understand, is difficult to solve in 3-D 

systems without immense computing power and parallel computation capabilities.  Diffusion 

theory is often used as a substitute for the neutron transport equation in these cases because it is 

limitations. 

To arrive at the diffusion equation from Equation 1-1, we integrate angular flux over 4  

steradians such that the following is realized: 

),,(),ˆ,,(ˆ
4

tErtErd


 (1-2) 

If we integrate the LBE over all angles, we obtain the zeroth angular moment.  Without showing 

all the steps of the integration, the zeroth moment balance equation takes the form of the 

following: 
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 (1-3) 

Where a neutron current term, ),,( tErJ


 becomes a second unknown, leaving two unknowns 

and only one equation.  This divergence of current is the net leakage from the system.  To 

resolve the equation, a relationship must be developed between ),,( tEr


, and ),,( tErJ


.  The 

relationship is established by introducing first angular moment: 

4
)(ˆˆ LBEd  (1-4) 
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This new relation, after some manipulation, becomes the following: 
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Equation 1-5 may be of further use assuming that angular flux weakly depends on angle, 

so that, using first moments,
2
 we assume: 
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 (1-6) 

Substitution of Equation 1-6 into Equation 1-5 with subsequent integration and simplification 

yields the P1 balance equations, as: 
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And 
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Taking the one speed form of the P1 equations, (i.e. with integration over all possible energies) 

yields the one speed balance equations as: 
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Further assumptions can be made about 
t

trJ ),(


.  It is acceptable to assume the relative 

variation in current will not dominate the collision term, (e.g. unless there is a severe accident 

situation), and therefore the 
t

trJ ),(


 term is assumed to be zero.
2
  This is particularly convenient 

because it yields an approximation for ),( trJ


 itself from Equation (1-10) to give: 
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1
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 (1-11) 

Where the diffusion constant can be defined as: 
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1

1s

D  (1-12) 

Substitution into Equation (1-9) gives the one speed diffusion equation as: 
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Diffusion theory for neutrons is based on the idea that neutrons migrate from an area of 

high concentration to an area of low concentration, much like diffusion of gases and heat.  

However, in most diffusive processes, diffusing particles are characterized by what can be 

described as frequent scattering.  The problem is that the cross section for neutron scattering is 

often on the order of 10
-24 

cm
2
.
2
  As a result, with typical atom densities, neutrons may travel for 

several centimeters before a collision or scattering event takes place, depending on neutron 

energy.  What’s more, the dimensions of fuel rods, control rods, and other absorbers in a reactor 

or radiation system are of the same order as the mean free path (mfp) of a neutron. 
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Diffusion theory fails to describe neutron behavior and becomes inaccurate in regions 

where the flux can change radically.
2
  The regions in a reactor or radiation system where the flux 

changes very rapidly include: 

 Material interfaces, where two different materials meet 

 Strong absorbers (especially, control rods) 

 At the boundary of a system 

Therefore, it’s not hard to imagine that these assumptions break down in a heterogeneous 

radiation system.  To give reasonable solutions, diffusion theory is often specifically “tuned” by 

correction factors in order to produce transport-corrected fluxes and reaction rates.  Needless to 

say, that the desired solution, often termed the “true” solution, is only obtained through the 

transport theory, by solving the LBE.  In most new reactor systems, every “tuned” diffusion 

theory is proving to be inadequate as reactor margins and efficiency are pressed. 

Transport Solution 

Today, 3-D transport reactor modeling is done primarily through stochastic Monte Carlo 

simulation, perhaps most popularly utilized by Los Alamos National Laboratory’s, (LANL) 

MCNP series.  This is in part due to the fact that solving the LBE deterministically creates 

difficulties and generating multigroup cross section parameters can be difficult, and proper 

binning of energy groups, and therefore modeling of resonances, can become treacherous.  

MCNP uses “continuous energy” bins at a variety of temperatures, and many concerns about 

accurate representation of cross section resonances and energy dependence are lifted. 

As a result, nuclear engineers and physicists have learned to rely heavily on Monte Carlo 

methods, sometimes taking for granted the issues related to the statistics involved in obtaining a 

converged Monte Carlo solution.  Radiation systems analysis with stochastic Monte Carlo 

methods alone can never be exact, but rather, are bounded by statistics and tests for statistical 
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convergence.  Thus, while the Monte Carlo method is quite useful, it may lead to difficulties in 

achieving a converged solution.  Transport theory renders a scientist with a near “exact” global 

solution, providing the languid evaluator has the right tools and discretization of the phase space 

in Equation 1-1, including reasonably accurate geometric modeling and Doppler broadened, self-

shielded multigroup cross section generation tools.  This brings us to a discussion involving the 

advantages and disadvantages of both Monte Carlo, and deterministic transport solutions. 

The following chapters describe a multigroup cross section generation and modeling 

approach in an effort to analyze two radiation systems using Sn and Monte Carlo simulation.  In 

Chapter 2, previous work and different analytical methods are outlined.  Chapter 3 highlights 

cross section generation, and presents a study involving a procedure for generating Doppler 

broadened energy weighted material cross sections for a 3-D Candidate Design (CD) pin cell.  

Chapter 4 presents a 3-D reactor model and simulation of the neutron flux behavior in a 

pressurized heavy water, natural uranium reactor using 3-D Sn Parallel Environment Transport 

theory, (PENTRAN) in tandem with Monte Carlo Neutral Particle version 5 (MCNP5), while 

utilizing the cross section generation methods outlined in Chapter 3.  In Chapter 5, a fixed source 

shielding problem is introduced and solved using Monte Carlo in tandem with transport theory 

that includes demonstration of the advantages of forward and adjoint equation.  This is followed 

by a discussion of conclusions, future work, and references. 
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CHAPTER 2 

PREVIOUS WORK 

Deterministic Codes 

Although deterministic codes exist for evaluation of heterogeneous radiation systems, 

many fall short of geometry, memory, or parallel processing requirements.  There are few 

parallel deterministic transport codes available and therefore, previous work involving analysis 

of large scale heterogeneous radiation systems is limited.  Analysis and validation of 

deterministic code packages, through modeling of increasingly detailed reactor and fixed source 

systems, remains the method of quality control among the use of different deterministic radiation 

system simulation techniques. 

Oak Ridge’s Reactor Physics and Shielding Package  

Oak Ridge National Lab (ORNL) has developed many useful codes for the public (U.S. 

citizens only) and their radiation systems analysis needs.  The multitude of codes includes 

criticality safety codes using both stochastic and deterministic methods, as well as sophisticated 

reactor fuel burnup modules for certain standard reactor systems (pressurized water reactor, 

boiling water reactor).  However, deterministic 3-D transport remains a beast yet dominated in 

nuclear science.  NEW Transport code (NEWT), X-Section Dynamics for Reactor Nucleonics with 

Petrie Modifications (XSDRNPM) and the Discrete Ordinates Oak Ridge System (DOORS) 

system are the only ORNL codes available for transport analysis. 

XSDRNPM is a one dimensional (1-D) Sn transport algorithm and is used in Scale version 

5.1 (Scale5.1) for eigenvalue (k-effective) determination, cross-section collapsing, production of 

bias factors for use in Monte Carlo shielding calculations, and shielding analysis.
3
  Diffusion 

theory can also be executed through use of XSDRNPM.  However, 1-D models are less useful 

for large heterogeneous systems. 
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NEWT (although it is not the newest addition to SCALE5), was developed as a multigroup 

discrete ordinates radiation transport code with non orthogonal meshing to allow for complex 

two-dimensional (2-D) neutron transport models.
4
  NEWT is commonly spoken of in tandem 

with Triton (a transport and depletion module for nuclear fuel) and used for infinite lattice 

calculations and comparisons.  It is especially useful for multigroup cross section generation and 

Doppler broadening.  Unfortunately, NEWT has no parallel capabilities, and does not account for 

three dimensional (3-D) effects. 

Tetrahedral Mesh Transport 

Attila solves the first order steady state form of the Linear Boltzmann Equation (LBE) 

using the discrete ordinates method, and does so using tetrahedral mesh geometries and angular 

discretization.
5
  Tetrahedral mesh geometry provides for impressive accuracy in material 

representation, but requires a commercial mesh generator.  However, the complex tetrahedral 

mesh limits the differencing scheme versatility in the code, and therefore Attila is tied to linear 

discontinuous finite-element spatial differencing.  A notable advantage to this scheme is that 

since Attila allows for discontinuities between element faces, and the Linear Discontinuous 

Finite Element Method (LDFEM) is able to capture sharp gradients with large meshes allowing 

for lower Sn angular discretization.
5
  However, this can pose challenges to yielding accurate 

solutions in thick shielding problems.  To date, Attila is not parallel, and memory issues are 

significant in cases where complex geometry couples with high angular discretization 

requirements. 

Oak Ridge’s Transport Package 

Three-Dimensional Oak Ridge Transport (TORT), available through the Oak Ridge 

National Lab (ORNL) Discrete Ordinates Oak Ridge System (DOORS), is another ORNL code 

that solves the Linear Boltzmann Equation (LBE) using the method of discrete ordinates, but in 
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3-D.  TORT’s limitations apply specifically to fixed source problems where penetration of 

particles through large non-scattering media produce errors in TORT’s calculations because of 

non-physical “ray effects”.  Further limitations memory limitations and no scalable parallel.  

Parallel Environment Neutral Particle Transport 

Parallel Environment Transport (PENTRAN) is a scalable parallel code that solves the 

steady state form of the LBE in 3-D while using Cartesian mesh geometries and Sn angular 

discretization.
6
  The package, as mentioned previously, operates in a distributed parallel 

environment, solving the issue of memory availability by further distributing the phase space 

across 3 dimensions of domain decomposition, including space (Cartesian mesh spatial 

discretization), angle (angular discretization), and energy group (energy group discretization).  

PENTRAN is very efficient with adaptive differencing schemes, and has schemes for coarse 

mesh/partial current rebalance and Taylor projection methods for linking grid discontinuities and 

mitigating ray effects.  The very flexible differencing schemes allow for a solution that is tailored 

to the experience of the user.  Also, PENTRAN is in continuous development. 

Monte Carlo Stochastic Method of Solution 

As mentioned in the previous section, Oak Ridge National Lab (ORNL) uses a variety of 

codes, of which employ stochastic Monte Carlo methods to assist in problem simulations.  The 

Keno criticality module Monte Carlo is an incredibly useful tool for criticality calculations, and 

much study has been directed towards obtaining solutions in loosely coupled systems.  However, 

the code is not meant to model fixed source transport problems.  Further applications of Keno 

include its use in depletion calculations with the use of Triton. 

Los Alamos National Lab’s (LANL) Monte Carlo Neutral Particle code (MCNP) has 

achieved high notoriety in the field of nuclear engineering and simulation, but there are 

situations in which loosely coupled systems provide waning confidence in source convergence.
7
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Such elusive resolutions require a keen eye for the statistical nature of the method of solution.  

Although statistical tests such as “drift-in-mean” and “1/N” tests can detect non-convergence of 

a source, they cannot provide completely reliable indications of non-convergence.
7
  Previous 

work in Monte Carlo solution methods include loosely coupled system simulations such as 

criticality safety geometries, eigenvalue, and fixed source shielding problems, and in particular 

address solutions to such problems. 
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CHAPTER3 

MULTIGROUP CROSS SECTION GENERATION 

In order to specifically address the problem involving the generation of multigroup 

Doppler broadened/self shielded material cross sections, a procedure was developed using Scale 

version 5.1 (Scale5.1) with the NEW Transport along with Triton (NEWT-Triton) transport tool.  

In NEWT, a general purpose 238 group library can be collapsed to obtain a useful cross section 

library for use in 3-D Sn transport in Parallel Environment Transport (PENTRAN).  This method 

was developed in the process of building a Candidate Design (CD) fuel pin, performing a 3-D 

unit cell or lattice eigenvalue calculation, and comparing the results against Monte Carlo Neutral 

Particle version 5 (MCNP5).  An example of the procedure is highlighted in subsequent sections. 

Candidate Design Fuel Pin Data 

The Candidate Design (CD) fuel rod, depicted in Figure 3-1, modeled for the study was 

taken from the full core CD with the following properties; 

 Uranium-Mo Alloy Annular Fuel, 0.72 w% U-235 enriched; 98.5 w% U, 1.5 w% Mo 

 Inner Fuel Radius:  0 cm (reduced for natural uranium fuel design) 

 Outer Fuel Radius:  1.78 cm 

 Fuel Rod Length:  250 cm 

 Fuel Rod Pitch:  13.5 cm 

 Cladding, inner:  0.1 cm, Alloy 6061T6 

 Cladding, outer:  0.l cm, Alloy 6061T6 

 Inner Pressure Tube Radius:  2.0 cm, Pressure Tube thickness: 0.15 cm 

 

 
 

Figure 3-1.  Fuel element detail for Candidate Design. 

For the simulation, the inner diameter of the annular type fuel depicted in Figure 3-1 was 

considered to be zero, implying a solid fuel element. 
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Process for Cross Section Collapse 

Although the single pin infinite lattice calculation performed in order to validate the cross 

section collapse procedure using the Scale version 5.1 (Scale5.1) package only models 2-D 

geometries, the process was shown to be accurate for 3-D calculations, as will be shown by the 

following sections. 

Candidate Design Muligroup Binning 

To select a proper group structure most applicable to the core physics Candidate Design 

(CD) problem, the entire CD reactor core, to be described in the following chapter, was modeled 

in a continuous energy Monte Carlo Neutral Particle version 5 (MCNP5) for approximately 10 

hours on 16 64-bit Opteron processors.  Results of this Monte Carlo simulation yielded 

approximately 3% tally statistics throughout all 238 energy groups.  MCNP5 continuous energy 

groups were binned to be identical with the general Scale version 5.1 (Scale5.1) library.  

Following analysis of this data, eight (8) total energy groups were collapsed from the original 

238 groups that could best represent problem physics. Note these groups were identified through 

use of the global integrated U-235 fission rate tally, with contributions from all fueled core 

regions portrayed in Figure 3-2.  Table 3-1 shows each collapsed group’s upper energy limits. 

 

 
 

Figure 3-2.  Whole-core U-235 fission rate (average relative error 3%) and selected 8-group 

structure. 
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Table 3-1.  8 group collapsed energy bin bounds 

Group Upper Group 

Bounds(MeV) 

1 20 

2 1.36 

3 4.40E-01 

4 5.20E-02 

5 3.90E-03 

6 6.83E-04 

7 1.22E-04 

8 3.00E-06 

 

The study was also collapsed to six groups for in order to reduce memory requirements.  

The upper bounds for the six group collapse are shown in Table 3-2. 

Table 3-2.  6 group collapsed energy bin bounds 

Group Upper Group Bounds 

(MeV) 

1 20 

2 1.36 

3 4.40E-01 

4 3.90E-03 

5 1.22E-04 

6 3.00E-06 

 

Codes for Cross Section Generation 

The 8 and 6 group libraries presented in the previous section were collapsed from the 238 

group Scale version 5.1 (Scale5.1) general library for the pin cell materials and rendered into 

deterministic cross section libraries using tools that were developed or significantly expanded 

and enhanced in support of this project: the Scale Form (SCALFORM) tool renders Scale5.1 

microscopic cross sections in a readable text format following the use of the Scale5.1 Alpo tool.  

Mixing the rendered text based microscopic cross sections from SCALFORM was then 

accomplished using an updated group cross section mixer called Group Independent Mixer 

(GMIX), which provides material macroscopic cross sections, and fuel mixture group fission 
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source “chi” values.  For this work, a mean average integrated chi fission spectrum that accounts 

for the effects of multiple fissile nuclides was developed and incorporated into GMIX.  A 

flowchart outlining the cross section generation process, termed the single uranium Pin (suPin) 

process, is shown in Figure 3-3. 
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Figure 3-3.  Flow chart of the codes and used in the cross section generation process, where 

codes are represented in blue, files are represented in yellow. 

 

Single Pin Mesh Modeling in Cartesian 3-D Sn Transport 

Following the generation of macroscopic cross sections, from the 2-D NEW Transport 

(NEWT) infinite lattice calculation, a 3-D calculation with Parallel Environment Transport 

(PENTRAN) was modeled.  Again, the purpose of the PENTRAN calculation was to validate the 
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cross section generation procedure in a 3-D lattice calculation for further use on the 1/8
th

 core 

Candidate Design (CD) model.  For the simulation, the full pin model was used with the 

parameters shown in Table 3-3. 

Table 3-3.  Candidate Design single pin geometry parameters 

Description length (cm) 

active fuel length 250 

Length of D2O stacked above/below active fuel 79 

rfuel-outer 1.780 

1st clad router 1.992 

Pressure tube rinner 2.430 

Pressure tube router 2.530 

fuel pitch 12.563 

 

Note that the fuel pitch in the single pin model is 12.563 cm, which is an adjusted 

equivalent square pitch to the triangular pitch of 13.5 cm in the full core model.  The single pin 

model considers an infinite square lattice, whereas the full core model has fuel elements in a 

triangular array. 

PENTRAN is a 3-D Cartesian discrete ordinates code, and therefore mesh refinement must 

be implemented to represent the geometry specification of a desired design.  In some cases, the 

design can be modeled to exact geometry, in cases with curved shapes, some approximations 

must be used.  For the single lattice cell study, two geometries for the coarse mesh cell 

containing cylindrical fuel elements were considered.  These two geometries will be referred to 

as a 35x34 coarse mesh cell and a 21x19 coarse mesh cell; more specifically, these numbers refer 

to the fine mesh structure of the coarse mesh containing the fuel element. 
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The 35x34 coarse mesh cell was intended to represent the cylindrical geometry of the fuel 

element to near exact design geometry specifications.  The 35x34 coarse mesh cell is shown 

below in Figure 3-4. 

 

 
 

Figure 3-4.  35x34 coarse mesh cell for deterministic model. 

 

The 35x34 (x-y) coarse mesh scheme in Figure 3-4 yields the approximations for masses in the 

model as shown in Table 3-4. 

Table 3-4.  Excess mass balance and percent error for a 35x34 mesh full pin 

Material 

Model Excess 

Mass(g) Model Mass (g) Target Mass (g) Percent Error 

U-Mo 139.00 47,000.00 47,139.00 0.29% 

Al-inner -98.20 1,597.60 1,499.40 6.15% 

D2O-inner -28.40 1,642.40 1,614.00 1.73% 

Al-outer 197.00 1,249.00 1,446.20 15.79% 

D2O-outer -19.90 65,200.00 65,180.00 0.03% 
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This model worked well for representation of a unit cell calculation; however, due to the 

anticipated possible memory limitations encountered in developing the 1/8 Symmetry core 

model of the Candidate Design deterministically, it became necessary to perform a single lattice 

cell parameter study in an effort to limit the number of fine mesh cells defining the geometry 

within coarse mesh cells containing fuel pins and in outer coarse meshes in a triangular pitch 

assembly arrangement for the CD.  After a brief study, a practical Cartesian meshing scheme was 

chosen.  This scheme involved a blend of minimal meshing to achieve a balance of fissile mass, 

and minimize memory requirements in PENTRAN; this is depicted in Figure 3-5. 

 

U-natural

Al-inner

D2O-inner

Al-outer

D2O-outer

     

 
 

Figure 3-5.  21x19 coarse mesh cell for deterministic model. 

 

The excess mass for the 21x19 mesh scheme is shown in Table 3-5. 

Table 3-5.  Excess mass balance and percent error for a 21x19 mesh full pin 

Material 

Model Excess 

Mass(g) 

Model 

Mass (g) 

Target Mass 

(g) 

Percent 

Error 

U-natural -35.6 46820.0 46784.0 0.08% 

Al-inner -136.0 1559.4 1423.0 8.75% 

D2O-inner 91.2 1762.0 1853.2 5.18% 

Al-outer -12.3 1039.6 1027.3 1.18% 
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From inspection of Table 3-4, using Cartesian “voxels” as building blocks for meshed 

representation of the fuel assembly, there will inherently be a material approximation in 

representing curved boundary surfaces, so that approximately 9% of the aluminum cladding is 

underrepresented in the 21x19 mesh model, and the D2O within the flow channel is 

overrepresented by ~5%.  However, for the purposes of the study, this is acceptable, since it is 

most important to properly represent the targeted mass of fissile material present as closely as 

possible, along with reasonably close conservation of the moderator mass. 

Group Albedo Treatment in the 3-D Deterministic Lattice Cell 

Due to the large size of the 1/8 core Candidate Design (CD) model, full representation of 

the almost meter of water above and below the fuel elements (79cm thick), the core was not 

tractable for the deterministic model to fit on the 8-node, 16 processor Einstein cluster.  

Therefore, the model size may be reduced by implementing group dependent albedo factors, 

computed using a 3-D lattice cell calculation. 

To reduce the amount of heavy water atop the pins in the CD 1/8 core model, group 

albedos were calculated by using the multigroup solutions from a single pin lattice cell 

calculation and mapping albedo factors for each of 15 fine z-levels within the 79 cm of heavy 

water directly above the fuel pin location (every 5.267cm).  To determine an appropriate location 

in the 79cm of heavy water reflector to truncate or “chop” the D2O and implement a group-

dependent albedo factor boundary condition, a calculation was made using flux-weighted cross 

sections to truncate the model at a distance of 6 mean free paths above the fuel.  The highly 

resolved 35x34 mesh scheme pin cell model, described in the previous section, was used to 

obtain group albedo factors for the full D2O reflected model, and with additional investigation 

using both a 35x34 and a 21x19 mesh albedo based model. 

The formulations used for determining an average mean free path follows: 
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Where ig , is the it
 fine mesh group g flux above the fuel element, σtg represents the total 

macroscopic cross section in group g, and Vi is the fine mesh volume.  The fraction F of 

uncollided neutrons at N mean free paths is given by Equation 3-3.  A 6-mean free path (6 mfp) 

length of reflector is often used as a thickness to apply a group albedo boundary.  This was 

applied here; applicable data are presented in Table 3-6. 

Table 3-6.  Albedo boundary distance parameters 

Parameter Value units 

t
 0.44464 cm

-1
 

3*mfp 6.7470 cm 

6*mfp 13.494 cm 

 

Here we should note that value of 6 mean free paths for the heavy water using the 3-D unit 

cell data yielded a reflector distance which also happens to be equivalent to the pitch of the fuel 

pins, 13.5 cm implying the fuel pins are “decoupled.”  Further, flux -weighted group albedo 

factors were found using the following equation: 
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The group dependent albedo factors determined from Equation 3-4 are easily recognized as 

the fraction of returned current computed for the mesh cells in the heavy water above the pin in 

mesh i, and of energy group g, where the desired heavy water cut is to be made.  Due to the z-

fine mesh partitions of the problem throughout the heavy water above the fuel, a value of 10.53 

cm, or 4.68 mean free paths above the fuel element.  Albedo factors for the 8 group and 6 group 

model are provided in Table 3-7 and 3-8 respectively. 

Table 3-7.  8 group albedo factors 

Group Upper Group Bounds(MeV) g 

1 20.0 0.0823 

2 1.36 0.2714 

3 4.4E-1 0.4089 

4 5.2E-2 0.4536 

5 3.9E-3 0.5063 

6 6.83E-4 0.5501 

7 1.22E-4 0.6239 

8 3.0E-6 0.9956 

 

Table 3-8.  6 group albedo factors 

Group Upper Group Bounds (MeV) g

1 20 0.0824 

2 1.36 0.2715 

3 4.40E-01 0.4811 

4 3.90E-03 0.5451 

5 1.22E-04 0.6189 

6 3.00E-06 0.9949 

 

Single Pin Monte Carlo and Deterministic Eigenvalue Comparisons 

The pin that was modeled in Monte Carlo Neutral Particle version 5 (MCNP5) is shown in 

Figure 3-6.  It is easy to see the advantages of MCNP5 when compared to the discretized 

geometry required for Parallel Environment Transport (PENTRAN). 
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Figure 3-6.  Single pin Candidate Design material description used in the Monte Carlo model. 

 

No material approximations or albedo calculations were needed for the MCNP5 model, 

and geometries were modeled exactly as shown in Table 3-2.  The results and comparisons for 

all single pin eigenvalue calculations compared to MCNP5’s continuous energy calculation are 

shown in Table 3-9 and 3-10. 

Table 3-9.  Monte Carlo and Deterministic single pin eigenvalue results for 8 groups 

Model Final keff Standard Deviation 
Percent difference from 

MCNP 

MCNP continuous energy 1.091 4.20E-04 N/A 

PENTRAN 35x34 Full 

D2O Reflector 
1.086 4.85E-05 0.46% 

PENTRAN 35x34 Albedo 

Treated Reflector 
1.084 1.23E-04 0.64% 

PENTRAN 21x19 Albedo 

Treated Reflector 
1.092 1.94E-04 0.09% 
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Table 3-10.  Monte Carlo and deterministic single pin eigenvalue results for 6 groups 

 

The 6 group 21x19 fuel pin provided the most desirable results with the least amount of 

memory requirements.  Therefore, the 21x19 fuel pin was selected as the pin design of the 1/8
th

 

core Sn model. 

Monte Carlo and Deterministic Flux Comparison 

In order to collect volumetric fluxes, a mesh tally in Monte Carlo Neutral Particle version 

5 (MCNP5) was incorporated Figure 3-7 shows a 21x19 mesh overlaying the pin region, which 

was selected to provide adequate aliasing with the single pin Deterministic model.  Radial flux 

profiles were gathered with only one z-mesh spanning the active fuel length. 

 

 
 

Figure 3-7.  21x19 mesh tally scheme for Monte Carlo single pin model. 

Model Final keff Standard Deviation 

Percent difference from 

MCNP 

MCNP continuous 

energy 1.091 4.20E-04 N/A 

PENTRAN 35x34 Full 

D2O Reflector 1.086 4.95E-05 0.46% 

PENTRAN 21x19 

Albedo Treated 

Reflector 1.090 1.75E-05 0.09% 
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Figures 3-8 through 3-13 compare radial flux profiles for both MCNP5 and Parallel 

Environment Transport (PENTRAN) for a single pin unit cell, allowing direct spectral 

comparison of group fluxes.  The figures display relative flux through the centerline of the single 

pin model for both MCNP5 and PENTRAN, where tallies are aliased to the 6 group energy bins.  

The relative percent of total neutrons in each group (determined from integration over neutron 

density) are provided along with maximum and minimum flux values in both Monte Carlo and 

deterministic models, and maximum relative error between the two models. 
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Figure 3-8.  Group 1 flux comparison (6 group model). 
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Group 2 Flux - 440 keV to 1.36 MeV 
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Figure 3-9.  Group 2 flux comparison (6 group model). 

 

Group 3 Flux -  3.9 keV to 440 keV
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Figure 3-10.  Group 3 flux comparison (6 group model). 
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Group 4 Flux - 122 eV to 3.9 keV 
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Figure 3-11.  Group 4 flux comparison (6 group model). 

 

Group 5 Flux - 3 eV to 122 eV
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Figure 3-12.  Group 5 flux comparison (6 group model). 
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Group 6 Flux - 0 eV to 3 eV
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Figure 3-13.  Group 6 flux comparison (6 group model). 

 

Differences between the MCNP and PENTRAN models for the single pin can be attributed 

to the multigroup energy group treatment and structure between the Monte Carlo and 

Deterministic computations, remembering that MCNP uses continuous energy bins, whereas 

PENTRAN uses discrete energy group bins mixed using the SCALE5 code with the SUPIN 

procedure developed for this project.  Multigroup cross sections represent averaged behavior in 

regions with strong resonances, particularly at high energies in U-235, and especially U-238.
7
 

In addition, the mean maximum difference between the MCNP5 continuous energy pin cell 

fluxes and the 6-group model was 1.71%.  However, based on the assessment of total neutrons in 

the system (computed using group neutron densities (equal to group flux/ velocity) integrated 

over the system volume for each energy group), 82.6% of all neutrons appear in group 6 (most 

thermal group) according to PENTRAN results, and 96.9% of the neutrons according to MCNP5, 
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with a maximum flux difference in group 6 of 4.67% between deterministic and Monte Carlo 

values, outside of the standard error of the MCNP results. 

Discussion 

The single uranium Pin (suPin) process extracts Doppler broadened, self shielded cross 

sections after a user specified collapse from the Scale version 5.1 (Scale5.1) multigroup library.  

Results for eigenvalue calculations in both 3-D Sn transport with Parallel Environment Transport 

(PENTRAN) and Monte Carlo Neutral Particle version 5 (MCNP5) were consistent, and 

therefore are applicable for development of a 6 group full core model. 
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CHAPTER 4 

REACTOR MODELING 

This chapter describes the problem and evaluation of the Candidate Design (CD), with 

information on results, and limitations of the analysis.  The structures of the CD are depicted in 

the plant overview shown in Figure 4-1 

 

 
 

Figure 4-1.  Plant Overview of original Candidate Design.
9 

 

Candidate Design 

Candidate Design Parameters 

The Candidate Design (CD) is based on a high flux pressurized heavy water reactor 

(PHWR), located inside a 6061-T6 aluminum cylindrical reactor tank vessel (boron, lithium, and 

cadmium free aluminum) with walls 1.3 cm thick, and a bottom that is 3.5 cm thick.   The 

“reactor tank” design is designed for a power level of between 10 and 35 MWt with certain 
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limitations; it is heavy water moderated and cooled.  Secondary heat exchangers match heat 

transfer from the heavy water cooling circuit to a light water circuit.  The initial design of the 

reactor was modified for fueling with naturally enriched uranium.  Average fuel burnup for the 

core was specified to be 2400 MWD/MT, peak is 4000 MWD/MT for the 15 MWt design (note a 

peaking of 1.67 is attributed to these values); burnups for the natural uranium core are strongly 

dependent upon power density and irradiation history.  A North-South slice and East-West slice 

of the CD reactor component essentials are provided in Figure 4-2, with an expanded view in 

Figure 4-3. 

 

A B 

 

Figure 4-2.  Candidate Design reactor core views.
9
  A) North-South Candidate Design core view.  

B) East-West Candidate Design core view. 

 

Although Figure 4-1, Figure 4-2, and Figure 4-3 are not essential for the computer 

modeling of the CD, it is necessary to gain an appreciation for the size of the reactor and the 

potential memory requirements that may be encountered.  Also, it is important to note that many 
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of the structures labeled in Figures 4-1 and Figure 4-2 were not modeled in deterministic Sn 

Parallel Environment Transport (PENTRAN), or stochastic Monte Carlo Neutral Particle version 

5 (MCNP5).  Boundary approximations, including vacuum boundaries and albedo boundary 

conditions at the edge of the actual reactor core give satisfactory results. 

 

 
 

Figure 4-3.  Enlarged East-West Core cutaway.
9 

 

Candidate Design Reactor Core Design 

The Candidate Design (CD) core holds a total of solid fuel slugs in fuel assemblies 

immersed in heavy water.  Remaining positions house up to six B4C control rods.  Each fuel 

assembly is placed in the core using a 13.5 cm hexagonal pitch, and is composed of four 
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“stacked” naturally enriched fuel rods clad in aluminum.  Thermal hydraulic analysis and heat 

transfer parameter limits restrict the power increase, so that a ramped overpower operation in this 

design is bounded to < 35 MW.  The CD reactor and fuel parameter are summarized by the 

following; 

 26 MWth Design Power 

 166 fuel assembly positions 

 5 fuel rods per assembly 

 Solid natural uranium  

 Up to 6 shim rods 

 Central channel  

 D2O around, above, and below core 

 Aluminum reactor wall  

 Aluminum support plate 

 Graphite around outer core 

The core contains the fuel inside individual pressure tubes spanning over a radius of ~90 

cm in a 13.5 cm hexagonal lattice, which is then surrounded by 40 cm of heavy water as a 

primary reflector, made up from the outer edge of fuel channel sub-assemblies up to the physical 

tank wall.  Immediately outside the tank (separated by a 0.8 cm air gap for air cooling) sits a 

large mass of graphite fashioned as a 14-sided prism at an approximate inner radius of 130 cm 

and a thickness extending out at least 62.8 cm from the inner radius.  At the edge of the graphite 

is another air gap of 2 cm, followed by a 100 MT cast steel thermal shield 19 cm thick.  The 

graphite is stacked on top of a bismuth support plate (to avoid n-gamma reactions since natural 

bismuth-209 has only a 20 mb neutron capture cross section) to support the graphite.  The 

graphite is purified nuclear grade graphite (< 3 ppm natural boron) composed of 20 cm x 20 cm 
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interlocking stringer blocks configured to be very resistant to shifting, even when heated.  The 

air gaps support filtered atmospheric air flow used for a secondary cooling mechanism.  The 

reactor tank is under pressure with helium cover gas, and based on the data available for the CD, 

tank seals can withstand ~2 psi of heavy water overpressure during an excursion. Beyond the 

graphite is a 200 cm thick concrete biological shield.  Figure 4-4 shows a horizontal slice of the 

core and the surrounding beam ports. 

 

 

 

Figure 4-4.  Horizontal slice of core and surrounding beam ports.
9 
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Reactor Physics Analysis Methods 

Full Core Candidate Design Monte Carlo Model 

A full core model for the Candidate Design (CD) was generated with complete detail for 

the reactor system components using Monte Carlo Neutral Particle version 5 (MCNP5).  

Figure4-5 and Figure 4-6 rendered using the MCNP5 viewer, and provide the details of the 

schematic for the full core Monte Carlo model.  In Figure 4-5, individual fuel pins with five fuel 

slugs are labeled, in addition to the aluminum reactor vessel and graphite reflector surrounding 

the core.  The geometry of the pins is the same as in Table 4-4, a fuel pitch of 13.5 cm (triangular 

lattice of 166 pins). 

 

 
 

Figure 4-5.  X-Z (y=0 slice) plane view of full core Candidate Design Monte Carlo Model 
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Figure 4-6.  X-Y (z=0 slice) plane view of full core Candidate Design Monte Carlo Model. 
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With a full core model in MCNP5, calculations to determine pin power, and peaking 

factors were performed.  To assist in a core map reference, a pin numbering index was 

implemented.  This numbering index is depicted in a simplified diagram of the full core model, 

with pins sequentially labeled 1 thru 166 for the CD as shown in Figure 4-7. 

 

 
 

Figure 4-7.  Monte Carlo model full core pin numbering scheme. 

 

The full core model was simulated on the Einstein cluster using a “k-code” simulation 

sequence using MCNP5 to determine the overall criticality of the system.  Table 4-1 provides a 

summary of the computed keff summary. 
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Table 4-1.  Monte Carlo Candidate Design k-code full core results 

 Parameter Value Units 

keff 1.04231 +/- 0.00048  

Eavg of a n causing fission 218.3 keV 

νavg 2.464 neutrons/fission 

prompt removal lifetime 8.1916E-04 +/- 1.89E-06 Seconds 

CPU Time, Einstein, 16 Procs 5.09  Hours (+/- 5% pin power) 

 

Radial Power Profile 

A radial pin power profile (relative to a total reactor power of 26 MWt) is depicted in 

Figure 4-8 and Table 4-2 with power densities given in W/cc.  This was established using F7 

tallies to yield total fission power in each pin.  As anticipated, the reactor power is the highest 

near the core center, in the immediate region which surrounds the largest experimental cavity; 

specifically, this is at pin number 76, with 0.901% of the total power generated, or 94.53 W/cc.  

The core average radial pin power was 63.6 W/cc. 

 

 
 

Figure 4-8.  Radial (averaged over axial length) total power pin power densities based on relative 

errors of less than 4.2% for each value. 
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Table 4-2.  Power density per pin (maximum error < 4.2%) 

pin number (W/cc) pin number (W/cc) pin number (W/cc) pin number (W/cc) 

1 51.484 42 70.503 83 61.878 124 73.892 

2 53.555 43 63.724 84 59.167 125 70.729 

3 54.798 44 57.133 85 72.461 126 66.285 

4 54.572 45 55.288 86 89.823 127 60.786 

5 55.401 46 58.828 87 93.853 128 52.727 

6 48.734 47 59.129 88 75.889 129 50.391 

7 47.379 48 66.774 89 64.552 130 55.137 

8 54.723 49 71.633 90 54.647 131 54.497 

9 54.271 50 78.299 91 52.049 132 59.581 

10 57.585 51 79.353 92 59.694 133 64.665 

11 55.739 52 76.830 93 61.991 134 70.428 

12 55.288 53 77.546 94 76.114 135 72.876 

13 51.823 54 71.030 95 80.408 136 67.113 

14 50.015 55 64.402 96 86.697 137 64.100 

15 50.843 56 54.534 97 93.439 138 57.397 

16 57.660 57 53.932 98 87.865 139 53.141 

17 57.020 58 60.598 99 86.057 140 50.730 

18 60.033 59 58.865 100 78.600 141 51.446 

19 61.539 60 65.155 101 67.226 142 50.354 

20 63.347 61 72.725 102 58.564 143 57.171 

21 61.125 62 78.901 103 48.659 144 63.121 

22 56.832 63 80.333 104 47.680 145 65.833 

23 53.555 64 81.011 105 57.660 146 59.430 

24 53.291 65 80.634 106 57.510 147 55.476 

25 60.711 66 77.018 107 63.422 148 49.902 

26 59.656 67 70.277 108 72.650 149 48.998 

27 63.799 68 62.519 109 75.625 150 47.529 

28 68.356 69 54.120 110 80.220 151 46.362 

29 71.143 70 54.836 111 78.751 152 52.312 

30 68.469 71 58.338 112 78.148 153 57.962 

31 66.473 72 63.347 113 74.834 154 58.677 

32 63.686 73 73.892 114 67.528 155 54.610 

33 55.589 74 82.027 115 59.543 156 49.827 

34 54.723 75 87.338 116 52.049 157 45.985 

35 60.033 76 94.531 117 47.567 158 46.588 

36 59.807 77 90.426 118 54.685 159 45.006 

37 67.151 78 85.379 119 55.626 160 45.947 

38 72.424 79 80.672 120 62.632 161 48.697 

39 74.985 80 69.109 121 68.168 162 53.141 

40 77.583 81 58.752 122 70.767 163 52.990 

41 72.085 82 53.103 123 74.118 164 51.446 

      165 45.232 

      166 42.897 

      Average 63.195 
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Axial Power Profile 

Only five axial zones were modeled to obtain power density.  Using five zones was 

convenient since five slugs compose a single pin.  Since each fuel slug (~9.450 kg or ~500 cc) is 

the same volume and defined as a cell in the Monte Carlo Neutral Particle version 5 (MCNP5) 

model, fission power tallies are conveniently obtained.  The results of the axial power densities 

are in Table 4-3. 

Table 4-3.  Computed power density per axial zone (errors < 4.2%) 

Axial Zone 

Axial Zone Power 

(W/cc) 

Hot Channel Power 

(W/cc) 

1, (1.05 cm to 51.05 cm) 47.03 69.11 

2, (53.15 cm to 103.15 cm) 72.69 112.23 

3, (105.25 cm to 155.25 cm) 80.76 122.21 

4, (157.35 cm to 207.35 cm) 70.79 103.95 

5, (209.45 cm to 259.45 cm) 44.70 65.16 

Average 63.20 94.53 

 

Power Peaking Summary 

Calculated power peaking factor (PPF) values representing peak to average assembly 

power densities are given in Table 4-4.  Using Table 4-3, the radial PPF was calculated by 

locating the maximum power density (pin 76) of the 166 pins and dividing by the average power 

density.  The axial PPF in the hottest pin was calculated by segmenting pin 76 into five (5) 

individual zones and calculating a local PPF for that pin alone.  The PPF in the hottest 

pin/channel is calculated by multiplying the radial PPF with the axial PPF in the hottest pin. 

Table 4-4.  Power Peaking Factor Summary 

Power Peaking Factor Summary 

radial PPF 1.496 

axial PPF in the hottest pin 1.293 

PPF in the hottest pin/channel 1.934 

 

Therefore, 1.934 was the calculated power peaking factor using the Monte Carlo full core model. 
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Deterministic Analysis of Candidate Design 

1/8
th

 Core Candidate Design Model 

The Candidate Design (CD)was generated using Latte triangular lattice generator.  Latte 

was developed in an effort to ease construction of the model.  Previously, the user would have to 

construct each individual pin.  Latte was used to create the whole core assembly from the 21x19 

single pin coarse mesh described in the previous chapter.  Memory requirements for the Einstein 

8-node, 16 processor cluster dictated that at most 1/8
th

 of the core could be modeled, resulting in 

a modified core design without the empty channels of the original core design.  A 1/8
th

 core 

symmetry was obtained by modeling half the core in the z-direction and ¼ core in the x-y plane.  

The 1/8
th

 CD is shown in Figure 4-9. 

 

 
 

Figure 4-9.  1/8
th

 core Candidate Design. 

 

It should be noted that the graphite reflector was omitted due to the approximation that the 

D2O already serves as an infinite reflector under the specified operating conditions.  The 1/8
th

 

Core Parallel Environment Transport (PENTRAN) model used a block-adaptive mesh grid, 

where high resolution meshing is applied in zones where needed (in fuel pin zones).  Meshing 

can be relaxed in the peripheral heavy water region.  The final 1/8 core model used contained 
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361,584 mesh cells, and as many as 260 million multigroup simultaneous equations in a 

power/source iteration for determination of the criticality eigenvalue and pin power distribution.  

Heavy water moderated systems are some of the most difficult systems to converge, since 

neutrons scatter quickly, and remain in thermal energies (as evidenced by the thermal group 

albedos of 0.995 determined previously). 

Deterministic Criticality Calculation, 1/8
th

 Core Candidate Design  

The Parallel Environment Transport (PENTRAN) deterministic criticality calculation 

presented several challenges due to limited cluster memory.  Three calculations were performed 

using 21x19 x-y meshes for each fuel pin, studying convergence effects of changing the Sn 

ordinate parameters and number of energy groups.  keff convergence for 8 group models using S4 

and S8 angular quadrature, and a 6 group model using S10 angular quadrature were studied; all 

cases were run with P1 scattering anisotropy.  All calculations were initially performed using the 

Directional Theta Weighted (DTW) differencing scheme locked in all 1710 coarse meshes.  The 

behavior of the criticality eigenvalue keff and the convergence comparisons are provided in 

Figure 4-10 and Table 4-5, respectively. 
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Figure 4-10.  Convergence of the 1/8
th

 core Candidate Design for deterministic models. 
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Table 4-5.  Final values for 6-group convergence comparison 

Model Final k 

Standard 

Deviation 

Final 

Iteration 

k-

tolerance 

Procs 

Space 

Procs 

Group 

Procs 

Angle MB/Proc 

CPU 

Time 

(hrs) 

S4 8 

groups 1.00237 8.10E-05 84 1.00E-04 4 3 1 2714.3 54.7 

S8 8 

groups 0.99741 5.85E-05 75 1.00E-04 10 1 1 3994.8 87.3 

S10 6 

groups 0.99807 5.15E-05 75 1.00E-04 5 3 1 3270.3 99.2 

 

Power Peaking in the 1/8
th

 Core Candidate Design 

Parallel Environment Transport (PENTRAN) is capable of delivering fission source 

information directly to the user via PENTRAN Data extractor (PENDATA), and can be used to 

yield volumetric fission neutron source values in the fuel, sorted by energy group.  The 

volumetric fission source data corresponds to the fission neutron source in the fuel in user-

specified fine meshes within each coarse mesh volume.  Therefore, group sorted fission sources 

(# of neutrons/cc) in fuel values were integrated over energy group and fuel zone volume, and 

divided by total zone fuel volume and the average number of neutrons per fission to obtain the 

mean fission reaction density per zone.  The source density per zone was then scaled to yield a 

computed core thermal power of 26 MWt in accordance with Candidate Design (CD) 

specifications. 
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Radial pin power peaking was calculated by summing over zones of fuel pin power 

volumes axially, and determining peak to average ratios between radial pin power densities.  The 

results of the pin mean power densities are shown in Figure 4-11. 
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Figure 4-11.  Relative pin power for pins contained in 1/8
th

 Candidate Design (W/cc). Monte 

Carlo values are converged to a standard deviation of less than 4.2% (1-sigma) 
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Axial power peaking was calculated in a similar manner, using 6 z-axial zones, where the 

pin power was summed over radial volumes in each axial zone.  The hottest half pin was split 

over 6 z levels.  Axial zone boundaries and associated zone averaged power densities are in 

Table 4-6. 

Table 4-6.  Axial zone boundaries, zone and hottest channel power densities computed using the 

deterministic model 

No. Boundaries in cm 
Axial Zone 

Power (W/cc) 

Hot Channel 

Power (W/cc) 

1 0-20 69.191 113.220 

2 20-40 68.099 111.324 

3 40-60 65.887 107.359 

4 60-80 62.626 101.718 

5 80-100 58.218 94.298 

6 100-125 53.196 86.244 

Average  62.484 101.716 

 

Power peaking values for the 1/8
th

 core deterministic computation are shown in Table 4-7.  

Average power density for each zone is shown in Table 4-8. 

Table 4-7.  Hot channel power peaking factors compared to Monte Carlo 

Type Peak to Average Power Ratio 

Percent difference from 

MCNP5 

PENTRAN Radial 1.628 8.82% 

MCNP Radial 1.496 N/A 

PENTRAN Axial 1.113 13.92% 

MCNP Axial 1.293 N/A 

PENTRAN Power Peaking 

Factor 1.934 6.73% 

MCNP Power Peaking Factor 1.812 N/A 
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Table 4-8.  Average power density by zone compared to Monte Carlo 

Zone 

Average Power Density 

(W/cc) 

Percent difference from 

MCNP5 

MCNP5 Radial 63.6 0.01% 

PENTRAN Radial Full Core 63.605 N/A 

MCNP5 Axial (Hottest Pin) 94.53 7.65% 

PENTRAN Axial (Hottest 

Pin) 102.361 N/A 

 

Full Core Power Density Comparisons 

The pin powers for reactor power scaled to 26 MWt were computed as noted in previous 

sections, and are reproduced here for direct comparison.  A side-by-side pin power comparison is 

provided in Figure 4-12, and the ratio of power density per pin is given in Figure 4-13. 

 

 

 

Figure 4-12.  Monte Carlo and Deterministic 6 group computed power densities (W/cc).  Monte 

Carlo values are converged to a standard deviation of less than 4.2% (1-sigma). 
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Figure 4-13.  Ratio of Monte Carlo power density to Deterministic power density.  Monte Carlo 

values are converged to a standard deviation of less than 4.2% (1-sigma). 

Ideally, all of the values in Figure 4-13 should be unity.  In comparing these ratios, recall 

that Monte Carlo Neutral Particle version 5 (MCNP5) values are converged with a standard 

deviation (1-sigma) of 4.2% or less.  Power density ratios diverge from unity in the pins 

primarily along the outer periphery, attributed largely to the use of inadequate mesh densities in 

outer core regions of the Parallel Environment Transport (PENTRAN) model.  Higher mesh 
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densities are needed there to resolve the neutron leakage streaming off of the core, along with an 

investigation of adaptive differencing scheme behavior.  The inadequate local mesh resolution at 

the edge of the core causes the leakage to be overestimated there, so that this directly explains 

why a lower system criticality eigenvalue (keff = 1.00) resulted from the deterministic models 

(compared to the keff =1.04 in the Monte Carlo model).  In addition, since the PENTRAN model 

was a 1/8 core symmetry model, some differences near the center of the core can be attributed to 

the empty channels not modeled in PENTRAN model which also affect k.  Given these facts, the 

models are comparable, although the differences could be narrowed further by refinement of the 

deterministic model. 

The following plots show that there was a severe flux drop at the outer edges of the core.  

The flux drop may not have been accurately modeled in the PENTRAN calculation due to 

limited memory capabilities.  Further study was provided after expanding models on a new 

cluster named Bohr. 

 

 
 

Figure 4-14.  Monte Carlo 6 group fluxes. 
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Figure 4-15.  Deterministic 6 group fluxes. 

 

Further Refinement of the Deterministic Model 

The Bohr cluster supplied more speed of calculation and memory for the Parallel 

Environment Transport (PENTRAN) simulation.  To a limit, the meshing surrounding fuel 

elements on the perimeter of the model could be refined and the results are shown in Figure 4 -16. 

 

Figure 4-16.  Monte Carlo to Deterministic power ratios for S10 refined mesh (left) and S10 

coarser mesh (right).  Monte Carlo values are converged to a standard deviation of 

less than 4.2% (1-sigma). 
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Mesh densities in Figure 4-16 were increased by a factor of 2 coarse meshes surrounding 

periphery fuel pins. 

Further study was employed in an effort to determine more accurate differencing schemes 

for the PENTRAN model.  The Exponential Directional Iterative (EDI) differencing scheme has 

shown promising results in test problems and was implemented on the perimeter pins as 

indicated by Figure 4-17.
10

  Figure 4-18 presents the ratios, Monte Carlo to deterministic power 

densities, for the calculation. 

 

Figure 4-17.  PENTRAN differencing scheme map, blue = Directional Theta Weighted, red = 

Exponential Directional Iterative. 
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Figure 4-18.  Monte Carlo to Deterministic power ratios for S10 refined mesh with updated 

differencing.  Monte Carlo values are converged to a standard deviation of less than 

4.2% (1-sigma). 
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The power ratios are closer to unity in the previous problem areas located at the top of the 

figure.  This demonstrates the need for a differencing scheme like EDI to account for streaming 

and edge effects in core physics calculations.  Also, agreement for the pin on the upper left 

corner of Figure 4-18 still remains an issue.  This could be due to higher stochastic error in the 

fission source inherent in the pins. 

Discussion 

Tandem methods for the analysis of the reactor model provided two independent solutions 

that, for the most part, were in good agreement.  Monte Carlo Neutral Particle version 5 

(MCNP5) yielded a converged solution with no approximations for geometric parameters, while 

the Parallel Environment Transport (PENTRAN) calculation had to be carefully constructed so 

that a converged solution could be obtained.  MCNP5 and PENTRAN were in reasonable 

agreement for power density calculations on all but the periphery fuel pins.  For peripheral fuel, 

one must note whether or not the Monte Carlo calculations truly converged, or if the Sn solutions 

are accurate for the discretization used.  Further investigative techniques were employed in 

PENTRAN in order to access problem regions, which were prominent in the periphery of the 

model, with and improved with discretization and higher order differencing algorithm.  The 

analysis identifies areas of investigation for both deterministic and Monte Carlo solution 

approaches. 
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CHAPTER 5 

FIXED SOURCE SIMULATION 

In the course of handling packaged radionuclides, it is often necessary to assay closed 

containers of radioactive materials for inventory and accountability, and to validate gamma ray 

dose rates and source spectra.  Often, materials in sealed containers can be well characterized 

using gamma ray spectrometry and dosimetry when the container is readily accessible.  With 

regard to emphasis on material accountability and minimizing personnel doses, it is useful to 

understand the magnitude and the spectrum of a containerized source without requiring the 

container to be opened.  However, some packaged or containerized sources are often stored in 

locations not completely accessible for repeated or convenient survey via spectrometry, such as 

in spent fuel pools, fuel handling areas, etc, so that inventory, accountability, and control must be 

more generally verified through routine dose rate measurement audits.  These measurements may 

be carried out in spent fuel pools at water depths of one to two atmospheres of pressure, and only 

a small probe ion chamber measurement for dose assessment is possible, given operational, 

environmental, or geometry constraints.  Therefore, a study was commissioned at the FINDS 

Institute at the University of Florida to employ 3-D gamma radiation transport calculations to 

explore the extent of potential variations in measured dose rate from hypothetical containerized 

sources in a simulated spent fuel pool using standard stainless steel storage containers (SSC).  

These 3-D transport calculations were compared to and validated by Monte Carlo calculations 

under the use of MCNP5 code. 

3-D Gamma Transport Methods 

Performing the gamma ray transport computations necessary for this study involved 

obtaining either a deterministic solution (achieved in our studies via the Sn method), or 

statistically (achieved using the Monte Carlo method).  Both solution methods were applied to 
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provide consistent results in characterizing dose rates in this application.  The steady-state multi-

group form of the transport equation operating on the forward group angular flux )(rg


, using 

standard notation with total group cross section )(rg


, differential group scattering cross section 

)ˆ'ˆ,( ' rggs , and source terms q ( r


, ˆ ) g , is:
11
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 (5-1) 

Forward and Adjoint Operators 

Principally, scattering from all other energy groups g’ into group g is dominated by 

downscattering from higher energies to lower energies.
11

  The adjoint transport operator H  can 

be derived using the adjoint identity for real valued functions and the forward multi-group 

transport operator, where the angled brackets represent integration over all independent 

variables, in this case phase space:
11

 

gggg HH     (5-2) 

Using Equation 4-1, it can be seen that the forward operator is 

G

g
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 (5-3) 

The angular adjoint (importance) function is, 
g

.  Applying the adjoint boundary condition 

that particles leaving a bounded system have an importance of zero in all groups (converse of the 

forward vacuum boundary condition) with the above equations, and requiring a continuous 

importance function mathematically leads to the multi-group adjoint transport operator:
11
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Note the minus sign on the streaming term indicates that adjoint particles travel along a 

reverse direction (relative to the forward transport formulation), where scattering progresses 

from group g back to other groups g’ (those groups formerly contributing to group g in the 

forward equation). 

Forward and Adjoint Detector Response 

To render a traditional detector response R (e.g., absorptions per unit time) attributed to a 

specific reaction using an adjoint transport solution, the desired R must be linked to the adjoint 

“importance” by aliasing the adjoint source to the cross section causing a response R in the 

detector.  To illustrate this, consider a fixed forward source-detector problem, where the 

radiation flux between the source and the detector must satisfy the transport equation:
11 

gg qH
 (5-5) 

Where q g is the gamma source density, typically with units of /cm
3
/s.  Alternatively, the 

adjoint transport equation should also be satisfied using an adjoint source aliased to the group 

detector response cross section 
g d
, typically with units of 1/cm: 

g dgH
 (5-6) 

Applying Equations 5-2, 5-5, and 5-6, and integrating over all variables results in the very useful 

expression for detector response R: 

ggdg qR g 
 (5-7) 

Therefore, a traditional detector response can be obtained from the adjoint transport solution by 

integration of the product of the source distribution with the adjoint function computed over the 

problem phase space, for any arbitrary source distribution.  Thus, detector response R caused by 

several sources may be computed in two ways: 
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 Directly from the left side of Equation 5-7 from several individual forward transport 

computations for each radiation source, or 

 From the coupling of a single adjoint transport computation with the set of different source 

terms
11

 

Responses Aliased to Dose Rate 

Dose rate response ( D ) computations in our study were rendered using energy group 

dependent flux-to-dose conversion factors (FDCFs) for gamma radiation (Chilton et. all, 1984).  

The units of these factors are in rem-cm
2
 (cSv-cm

2
), so that when a (forward) gamma flux is 

determined in a region in /cm
2
/s, the product of the group gamma fluxes with each group FDCF 

was computed, summed over all groups, and this yields the gamma dose rate in rem/s at that 

point.  FDCFs interpolated onto BUGLE-96 multigroup energy bins are presented in Table 5-1. 

Table 5-1.  Interpolated Flux to Dose Conversion Factors, 1 cSv = 1 rem
12 

Group MeV (hi) MeV (avg) FDCF (cSv cm2) 

1 1.40E+01 1.20E+01 3.10E-09 

2 1.00E+01 9.00E+00 2.44E-09 

3 8.00E+00 7.50E+00 2.13E-09 

4 7.00E+00 6.50E+00 1.93E+09 

5 6.00E+00 5.50E+00 1.72E-09 

6 5.00E+00 4.50E+00 1.50E-09 

7 4.00E+00 3.50E+00 1.28E-09 

8 3.00E+00 2.50E+00 1.03E-09 

9 2.00E+00 1.75E+00 8.11E-10 

10 1.50E+00 1.25E+00 6.40E-10 

11 1.00E+00 9.00E-01 5.09E-10 

12 8.00E-01 7.50E-01 4.45E-10 

13 7.00E-01 6.50E-01 4.00E-10 

14 6.00E-01 5.00E-01 3.26E-10 

15 4.00E-01 3.00E-01 2.07E-10 

16 2.00E-01 1.50E-01 1.09E-10 

17 1.00E-01 8.00E-02 6.80E-11 

18 6.00E-02 4.50E-02 4.96E-11 

19 3.00E-02 2.50E-02 3.90E-11 

20 2.00E-02 1.00E-02 3.50E-11 
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The desired dose rate can also be rendered using an adjoint transport computation if the 

adjoint source is properly aliased to yield D .
11

  To accomplish this for the adjoint transport 

calculation, the group adjoint source must be set equal to the group FDCFs with units of cSv-

cm
2
. 

Once the adjoint function is determined at the location of interest, the dose can be rendered 

using Equation 5-7, where the forward source, being aliased to the FDCFs, must be a gamma ray 

flux with units of 
scm2

.  Since placement of a small localized source is defined as a source rate 

( /s), this must be properly converted to an estimated flux in the problem for proper 

computation of the dose rate D (assuming volumetric variable dimensions cancel): 

geffggg FDCFD  (5-8) 

Therefore, to convert a localized source rate to a source flux for coupling to the adjoint 

function (to then yield a dose rate), an equivalent radius (req) must be determined for 

computation of an effective surface area (1/(4  req
2
)), which is used to divide into the source 

rate to yield an effective source flux, 
geff .  Since forward and adjoint calculations must each 

independently render the same D , this equality was used in this work to determine the 

equivalent radius (req) for each source rate.  Therefore, use of the equivalent surface area in 

coupling a localized source with the adjoint aliased to the FDCFs is necessary to yield the correct 

D , within the practical limits of truncation error in the two deterministic transport computations. 

Flux to dose conversions are assumed to be applicable in this case without the specific 

need to consider specific electron transport effects in the transport computations, since the range 

of ~1 to~2 MeV (the dominant source term) photoelectrons in water is <0.5 to <1cm; lower 

energy electrons caused by interactions with lower energy photons have even lower ranges in 
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water.  Also, charged particle equilibrium can be assumed.  As a result, dose rates computed 

using FDCFs coupled to transport-determined photon fluxes are accurate. 

Solution Methodology 

Two source terms were selected to be simulated in closed containers for comparison: a 

single “average burnup” power reactor fuel pellet, and a Co-60 source.  Transport computational 

models were constructed to determine the variation in the expected dose rate near the bottom of 

“typical” spent fuel pool using a gamma ray ion chamber placed a short distance from a standard 

stainless steel container in a location designated as the “Region of Interest Detector Box,” or ROI 

Detector Box position.  In performing 3-D computations to determine the effect of dose rate 

attributed to the sources adjacent to the storage container, the following computations were 

performed: 

 Forward 3-D Monte Carlo photon transport computations using the MCNP5 code.  

Continuous energy gamma ray treatments of the source are to compute a dose in the ROI 

Detector Box.  Tallies are set up in MCNP using group bins aliased to the group structure 

of the BUGLE-96 gamma library to enable direct comparison to deterministic results; 

fluxes are rendered into a dose rate by coupling with ANSI flux-to-dose conversions 

interpolated onto BUGLE-96 group energy bins. 

 Forward deterministic 3-D Discrete Ordinates (Sn) computations solving the 3-D radiation 

transport equation using the PENTRAN 3-D Sn code to compute dose in the ROI Detector 

Box using the BUGLE-96 multigroup gamma library.  Resulting fluxes are rendered as a 

dose rate by coupling with flux-to-dose conversions. 

 Adjoint 3-D Discrete Ordinates computations solving the adjoint transport equation with 

an adjoint source aliased to the ANSI standard flux-to-dose conversion factors, with this 

adjoint source placed in the ROI Detector Box location.  The adjoint transport result yields 

the relative contribution to the dose rate for any photon source placed anywhere in the 

model. 

Each of these computational approaches amounted to an independent method of 

determining a dose, and when converged, the result from each model for equivalent source terms 

should yield the same solution (within the statistical uncertainty for the Monte Carlo, and some 

small variation between the continuous energy and multigroup energy treatments, etc). 
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Modeling Procedure 

In constructing the models for this effort, the following procedures were used: 

 Evaluation of gamma source terms using the Scale version 5.1 (Scale5.1) package 

considering a single “standard” boiling water reactor (BWR) fuel pellet (assuming a 

19,800 MWD/MTU in a mean flux of 2.6E+13 n/cm
2
/s over a 3 cycle burnup history), and 

a Co-60 alloy source 

 Use of the BUGLE-96 multigroup gamma cross section library (Sn) and continuous energy 

(Monte Carlo) cross sections 

 Construction of 3-D Monte Carlo Neutral Particle version 5 (MCNP5) and 3-D Sn Parallel 

Environment Transport (PENTRAN) models 

 Execution of models on computer systems (parallel clusters), post processing and analysis 

of results 

Source Spectra 

The simulated fuel pellet gamma source, rendered using Scale version 5.1 (Scale5.1), 

yielded a total of 1.8441E+10 photons per second, and is characterized by the normalized 

spectrum data in Figure 5-1. 

 
Figure 5-1.  Standard fuel pellet gamma source spectrum normalized from specified upper MeV 

bounds. 
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This data is partitioned into upper group energy bins compatible with a BUGLE-96 group 

structure.  The cobalt-60 alloy source is given in Figure 5-2, yielding a total of 1.99E+12 photons 

per second. 

 

 
 

Figure 5-2.  Cobalt-60 source spectrum normalized from specified MeV upper bounds 

 

Results 

Monte Carlo, deterministic forward, and deterministic adjoint results are presented here to 

profile dose variation as a function of source position in the sealed stainless steel containers 

submersed in a spent fuel pool. 

Monte Carlo Simulation of the Container Assembly 

A graphical rendering of the geometry used in the Monte Carlo simulation of a stainless 

steel container assembly resting in a spent fuel pool given in Figure 5-3.  The simulated spent 

fuel pool bottom was made of 1 cm of Type 304 stainless steel (SS304) liner assumed to be 

resting on top of 15 cm of standard concrete, which in turn was assumed to be resting on O’Brien 
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dirt.  For this model, it was also assumed that the container assembly was submerged, resting 

directly on the bottom of a pool as shown (on the top surface of the SS304 liner).  The water-

filled “ROI Detector Box” region, discussed previously, was located at the bottom of the can 

(shown in dark red in Figure 5-3).  The Region of Interest (ROI) Detector Box geometry was 

selected for the detector region for ready comparison with deterministic Sn computations 

discussed in later sections. 

 

 
 

Figure 5-3.  Monte Carlo Neutral Particle version 5 generated picture of region of interest 

detector box position and assumed container assembly immersed in water. 

 

The fuel pellet and Co-60 sources were modeled individually using Monte Carlo as point 

sources inside the left-most container in Figure 5-3 (adjacent to the ROI Detector Box), initially 

at a height of 4 cm above the bottom of the stainless container, and at higher z-axis elevations in 

the container.  Doses were computed using Flux to Dose Conversion Factors (FDCFs) following 

simulation of photon transport with volumetric flux tallies.  With a consideration of the percent 
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contribution to the total dose, the main contribution to the dose from the fuel pellet was in energy 

groups 18 to 13, corresponding to gamma energies between 0.06 MeV to 0.70 MeV respectively; 

this accounts for over 97 percent of the total dose at the detector due to the fuel pellet.  Based on 

the Monte Carlo results, the fuel pellet would yield a dose of 5.1 (+/- 0.01) rem/hour at the ROI 

Detector Box location.  For the Co-60 source, considering the contribution to the total dose 

(72.21 rem/hr) and, group 10, with energies ranging from 1.0 to 1.5 MeV, accounts for 56.8 % of 

the total dose at the detector due to the Co-60 source. 

Deterministic (Sn) Forward Transport Simulation 

One forward calculation was performed using Sn methods using the Parallel Environment 

Transport (PENTRAN) code in order to validate dose results for comparison with Monte Carlo 

Neutral Particle version 5 (MCNP5), and establish a reference dose for the more useful adjoint 

calculation (for assessment of the variation of the dose depending upon source placement, 

detailed later).  For the Sn computation, a mean fuel unit source was placed 4 cm above the 

bottom of the outer container (equivalent to the source placement in the Monte Carlo models 

discussed previously).  Recall that the deterministic solution of the problem requires that the 

geometry be discretized into a number of fine mesh “voxels”, characterized by 252 coarse 

meshes (containing fine meshes) projected on 6 z-levels.  A total of 775,184 fine meshes were 

defined to describe the 3-D geometry of the container and surrounding water and components.  

These models used an S14 quadrature with an angular splitting technique available in 

PENTRAN (splitting S14 into additional directions for octant ordinates 12 and 27 with 2x2 

segments, 18 added directions/octant) in an effort to mitigate ray effects in the detector region 

with P1 scattering.  Therefore, the biased quadrature yielded an Sn equivalent quadrature 

comparable to S18.  Model dimensions were 60 cm x 104 cm x 70 cm, and gamma ray water 

albedos, defined in a manner similar to that in Chapter 3, were used on all sides.  This problem 
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required the solution of 5.457 billion simultaneous equations in the PENTRAN code, and was 

solved using the high performance computing clusters at the University of Florida, with infinity 

norm convergence to at least 10
-3

 or better. 

Figure 5-4 depicts the 0.65 MeV (average) gamma flux results with all water regions 

hidden for demonstration of the flux behavior.  Unphysical ray effects are evident in the 

calculation at the outer perimeter of the problem away from the fuel unit source term placed 

inside the nearby container.  Because the dose “probe” at the Region of Interest (ROI) Detector 

Box location is adjacent to the container in a region where ray effects were less of a concern; 

note that 35% of the ROI Detector Box dose is attributed to the 0.65 MeV averaged group. 

 

 
 

Figure 5-4.  Gamma flux at 0.65 MeV (average), projected on SS304 materials immersed in 

water. 

 

Figure 5-5 represents a 0.08 MeV (average) gamma transport calculation where the ray effects 

are reduced due to photon scattering interactions. 
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Figure 5-5.  Gamma flux, 0.08 MeV (average), projected on stainless steel 304 materials. 

 

The PENTRAN Sn-rendered dose computed by folding group fluxes with Flux to Dose 

Conversion Factors (FDCFs) at the ROI Detector Box location was 5.17 rem/hr, and compares 

extremely well with the continuous energy MCNP Monte Carlo rendered dose of 5.1 (+/- 0.01) 

rem/hr for the same source term. 

An adjoint transport computation and resulting adjoint function becomes particularly 

useful in analysis of different source locations in the geometry, and the predicted detector 

response.  The Sn model constructed for the forward case (detailed in the previous section) was 

also used to perform an adjoint computation to analyze the effects of moving the source up 

through the container assembly.  The adjoint source spectrum located at the ROI Detector Box is 
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set to the FDCFs, and yields results that produce a dose caused by any source when the adjoint 

function values are folded together with a corresponding source flux at the desired location, 

anywhere in the model (reference Equation 4-7).  Figure 5-6 portrays the scalar adjoint 

importance function for the 0.08 MeV (average) energy group, representing the relative 

importance (in the same units of the FDCF) of the gamma rays in each group as they contribute 

to the total dose.  Ray effects are of smaller consequence in the adjoint solutions like this, partly 

because the adjoint source is aliased with the FDCFs distributed over the volume of the ROI 

Detector Box and is not a small localized source, and therefore the problem is much less prone to 

ray effects. 

 

 
 

Figure 5-6.  Gamma group adjoint function, aliased to Importance at 0.08 MeV (average) 

projected on SS304 container materials immersed in water. 
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The adjoint source used here is the FDCF as a function of energy in the ROI Detector Box.  

To compute the dose observed in the ROI Detector Box, the resulting adjoint at any location in 

the problem (where any true source could be placed) must be coupled to an effective source flux 

as noted previously.  Since forward Sn and Monte Carlo results confirmed that a dose of ~5.1 

rem/hr would be obtained for a single mean fuel unit located at z=4 cm in the container, and by 

Equation 5-7 and Equation 5-8, the adjoint result must match this result.  The equivalent radius 

was calculated conservatively so that the adjoint model would yield 5.17 rem/hr at the original 

forward source location; this equivalent radius was calculated to be 5.01 cm (with a 

corresponding surface area equivalent of 315.4 cm
2
) for consistency among the results. 

Once determined, the group source flux (e.g. for fuel or alloyed Co-60) was then multiplied 

by the scalar adjoint importance function for each energy group (aliased to a dose in the ROI 

Detector Box).  Summing this then yields the integrated dose at the ROI Detector Box caused by 

the source at the location selected. 

To analyze the overall effect of the source, it was then moved from the first position at 4 

cm above the bottom of the outermost container along the z-axis, to 14 cm and 27 cm above the 

container bottom; detailed adjoint results are shown in Figure 5-7 for the mean fuel unit case 

mapped over the 3 source locations. 

Here, it is important to note that the time of calculation for the forward MCNP5 run was on 

the order of 12 hours.  Considering that three forward runs were computed to yield doses at three 

locations, and that 1 PENTRAN calculation can provide a contiguous solution, it was shown that 

PENTRAN, in this particular instance using the adjoint, saved hours of computing.  Depending 

on the number of points of interest, PENTRAN could save weeks of evaluation and computer 

hours. 
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Figure 5-7.  Dose for a single Fuel unit (mean burnup) in the Region of Interest as a function of 

source height at the x-y center of nearest container (Adjoint Deterministic dose vs. 

Monte Carlo dose). 

 

Figure 5-8 exclusively shows the results for all fuel unit cases at the 3 source point locations. 
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Figure 5-8.  Dose from single fuel unit sources coupled for various burnups (low, mean, and 

high) in the Region of Interest as a function of source height at x-y center of nearest 

container. 
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Obtaining adjoint function values using an adjoint source spectrum with flux-to-dose 

conversion factors is convenient, so that other source spectra can be applied.  Assuming a 1g 

alloyed Co-60 source spectrum (3-cycles) was applied to obtain a dose of 74.07 rem/hr at the 

container nearest to the detector at 4 cm above the bottom of the container shown in Figure 5-9. 

 

 
 

Figure 5-9.  Dose caused by 1 gram alloyed Co-60 (3-cycle irradiation) in the “ROI Detector 

Box” region as a function of source height at x-y center of nearest container. 

This compares extremely well with the Monte Carlo dose for 1 g of alloyed Co-60 of 72.2 

rem/hr.  Similarly, the assumed 1g alloyed Co-60 source spectrum (5-cycle) was applied and 

yielded a dose of about 1668.3 rem/hr at the same location shown in Figure 5-10. 
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Since the doses matched so well for the fuel pellet model, there was no need to run an 

MCNP5 calculation and compare results.  Here the adjoint equation could save even more time. 

 

 
 

Figure 5-10.  Dose caused by 1g alloyed Co-60 (5-cycle irradiation) as a function of source 

height at x-y center of nearest container. 

 

Discussion 

In determining the dose at the Region of Interest (ROI) Detector Box (Ref Figure 5-6), 

Monte Carlo and deterministic radiation transport computations based on low, average, and high 

burnup single segmented fuel unit sources, and also calculations of expected dose rate on a “per 

gram” basis from irradiated Co-60 materials were performed.  The fuel sources were determined 
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by simulating radiation histories of 8x8 boiling water reactor (BWR) fuel using the Scale version 

5.1 (Scale5.1) package, for typical fuel cycle data.  A summary of the results for the mean fuel 

unit (1 fuel segment with clad) and the single gram of 3-cycle irradiated Co-60 (assuming 100% 

irradiation) is given in Table 5-2. 

Table 5-2.  Deterministic and Monte Carlo dose comparisons of dose rate (rem/hr) at the Region 

of Interest 

Source Sn Forward 

(PENTRAN) 

Monte 

Carlo 

(MCNP5) 

Monte Carlo 1-

sigma rel (MCNP5) 

Sn Adjoint 

(PENTRAN)

* 

Rel % 

Difference
+
 

Fuel Pellet at 

z=4cm 

5.17 5.1 <0.01 5.18 0.0153 

Fuel Pellet at 

z=14cm 

-- 2.55 <0.01 2.53 0.0072 

Fuel Pellet at 

z=27cm 

-- 0.55 <0.01 0.57 0.0291 

Co-60 at z=4cm -- 72.2 0.04 74.07 0.0256 

Co-60 at z=14cm -- 37.2 0.03 35.23 0.0544 

Co-60 at z=27cm -- 9.1 0.01 8.29 0.0932 

*Aliased to a Phantom Photon Dose Response in Detector Box ROI using a source flux computed 

from an effective radius of 5.01 cm 

+
Relative difference of the mean of the two 

values 

   

 

Because the method of calculation between the Monte Carlo (with continuous energy) and 

the deterministic Sn (with multigroup energy) are completely independent, the results exude very 

high confidence, where the forward Monte Carlo, Forward Sn, and Adjoint Sn results yielded 

very consistent results.  It is clear that each “mean fuel unit” located 4 cm off of the bottom of 

the container rack will yield a dose of ~5 rem/hr when measured at the ROI Detector Box. 
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In addition, the adjoint results permit coupling of any source inside the container rack 

assembly to predict an effective dose measured in the ROI Detector Box, useful in estimating 

doses attributed to new source materials.  Adjoint-derived dose results at elevated z-axis values 

were fully consistent with Monte Carlo predicted doses as indicated in Table 5-2. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

The advantages and disadvantages of each Monte Carlo stochastic methods, and 

deterministic methods of radiation systems analysis can be listed side by side with no other 

conclusion than that the two methods must be used side by side.  Given the proper tools, 

deterministic Parallel Environment Transport (PENTRAN) yields results that are accurate, 

speedy, and compare well with Monte Carlo Neutral Particle version 5 (MCNP5) while 

highlighting problem areas and designs that require further study. 

The single uranium Pin (suPin) cross section generation process delivered accurate results 

when compared with 3-D models in MCNP5 and PENTRAN, while allowing for some flexibility 

in geometry approximations.  The suPin procedure also proved to be accurate and the 1/8
th

 core 

model, while comparisons with MCNP5 revealed that periphery pins need to be locked into an 

EDI differencing scheme. 

The adjoint equation proved to be very powerful for fixed source problems.  Multigroup 

adjoint study with PENTRAN reduced ray effects and matched MCNP5 dose calculations at the 

Region of Interest (ROI) detector box location.  Also calculations utilizing the adjoint equation 

give dose importance in all regions with one calculation, rather than just one location for every 

source position as does MCNP5. 

With parallel machine clusters, parallel 3-D deterministic transport calculations can be 

performed on heterogeneous radiation systems under time constraints comparable to MCNP5.  

Further, with understanding of adjoint transport methods, stochastic solutions can verify 

parameters of the deterministic solution and reduce analysis time from weeks to days. 
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CHAPTER 7 

FUTURE WORK 

Integration of deterministic methods into the highly stochastic-saturated nuclear 

reaction/eigenvalue, and flux calculation arena naturally leads to the need for deterministic 

techniques in other areas of nuclear evaluation.  The advantage of using two fundamentally 

different methods of solution reach out to obtain a system of checks and balances on each 

method.  The problems of a nonconverged system are readily seen by a drastically different 

deterministic solution and raises new questions about the nature of the radiation system. 

Candidate Design Deterministic/Monte Carlo Agreement 

Further work includes evaluation of differencing schemes for reactor physics, and methods 

for obtaining multigroup cross section sets for different reactor cores.  Advanced study could 

provide a sleek, easy to use manual on differencing schemes for set geometries and spectrum 

specific cross section sets. 

Cross section sets generated by SCALE5 are limited to certain typical reactors and 

geometry restraints apply.  Future work will involve seeking other means to obtain cross section 

sets for any geometry in a thermal or fast reactor system.  Flexibility of reactor system modeling 

should give new insight to experimental reactor design. 

It is apparent from this study that different meshing, and differencing schemes are 

desirable for different radiation system configurations.  More work must be completed in order 

to set up preferred meshing/differencing schemes on the periphery of different reactor systems.  

Since PENTRAN is capable of a multitude of coarse mesh differencing schemes, it is in a prime 

position to be used for further study on reactor modeling and tandem use with MCNP. 
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Parallel Environment Burnup 

The obvious next step from using stochastically determined radiation flux values for 

reaction rate calculations in a burnup solver, is to use deterministically solved flux values for 

reaction rate calculations in a burnup solver.  Some preliminary studies have been completed 

with Parallel Environment Transport (PENTRAN) on various reactor cores to develop a parallel 

3-D deterministic burnup solver.  The Parallel Environment Burnup solver (PENBURN), will 

allow for further evaluation and comparisons between deterministic type solvers and Monte 

Carlo solvers.  PENBURN will be produced independent of PENTRAN, and will be able to take 

reaction rate information from Monte Carlo Neutral Particle version 5 (MCNP5) as well as 

PENTRAN to solve for isotopic compositions for user specified burnsteps. 
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